A Call Blocking and Labeling White Paper by Numeracle

Understanding Call
Blocking and Labeling

ABOUT THIS WHITE PAPER
In response to the increasing prevalence of
the improper call labeling and blocking of
legitimate business calls across the multiple
industries, Numeracle has released this
white paper to help build awareness and
identify solutions for this growing problem.

By removing the roadblocks of improper
blocking and labeling, entities across the
healthcare, financial, security, retail, resort,
and emergency notifications industries
can maintain their relationship with their
consumers and keep contact rates up.
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State of the Industry
In reaction to the increase in fraudulent activities
taking place across the voice channel, government
and industry came together on solutions to identify
and stop the flood of robocalls victimizing consumers.
We saw these solutions start to appear in early 2017
in the form of robocall identification and call labeling
technologies.
As illegal robocall traffic continued to grow, increased
legislative efforts such as the TRACED Act and The
Stopping Bad Robocalls Act were created, both of
which call for the implementation of SHAKEN/STIR
across the telecom industry.
The FCC, in June of 2019, passed a Declaratory Ruling
and Third Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
which allowed carriers the ability to block calls
by default. In addition to working toward the full
implementation of SHAKEN/STIR, which will allow
carriers to more accurately identify and block illegally
spoofed calls, carriers will now have the ability to
extend the use of ‘reasonable analytics’ to deploy
more aggressive call blocking tactics.
Reasonable analytics are utilized across the top carriers
to guide decisions on call labeling today. We see this
in the form of ‘Scam’ or ‘Fraud’ labels accompanying
incoming calls. This white paper from Numeracle seeks
to provide insight into where these labels are coming
from, and introduce tactics legal call originators can
use to improve the accuracy of their number labeling
and prevent the improper blocking and labeling of
their calls across the telecom ecosystem.
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Risk Ratings: The Scoring Behind the Label
Call labeling terminology varies
across the calling ecosystem as a
function of nomenclature specific
to each service provider, caller
identification app provider, or mobile
device configuration. Some examples
of popular call labels presented by
widely-known providers include
“Fraud,” “Scam,” and “Scam Likely.”
As a general rule of thumb, risk
ratings, as described for the
purposes of this white paper, can be
defined as the raw perception data
driving the presentation of the call
labels themselves. Higher ‘risk’ drives
more severe ‘warning’ language as
presented to the consumer in the
form of a call label.

It is important to note that caller ID
presentation, while fairly straightforward within the mainstream
carrier/service provider ecosystem,
varies widely across the 3rd party
app ecosystem.
Apps, depending on consumer
preference, can be configured to
present a wide range of available
data associated with a phone number
including geographical information,
call category, consumer ratings,
suggested calling party name, etc.
Consumer preference, in the app
world, remains king.

Risk ratings can also result in calls
being blocked at the network level in
reaction to the FCC’s passing of the
June Declaratory Ruling.
To give a few examples, numbers
classified in the most severe risk
category are often associated with
labels such as “Fraud,” “Scam,” or
“Scam Likely.” While numbers in the
high risk category have the potential
of being labeled with descriptors
such as “Nuisance” or “Spam.”
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Industry Impact

Identifying Phone
Numbers at Risk for
Improper Call Blocking
& Labeling

The FCC call to action on the carriers
to implement more robust robocall
identification strategies throughout 2019
has resulted in the adoption of extended
call blocking and identification solutions
nationwide. Call labeling technologies at
the carrier-level, plus the availability of over
500 third-party caller identification apps has
created a wide variety of descrepancies in
the presentation of legitimate business calls.

~25%

of phone numbers
are improperly
blocked or labeled

Based on Numeracle’s analysis of phone
numbers in use across multiple calling
industries, we’ve identified an average of
25% of a call originating organization’s
phone numbers are typically at risk for
improper call labeling. This percentage can
increase depending on the intent of the call.
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Conclusion
As the ecosystem continues to evolve,
the best course of action is to remain
aware of call blocking and labeling
developments at the service provider
and government level to stay proactive.
Call originator entities are currently able
to identify themselves as trusted callers

across the carrier and 3rd-party app
ecosystem to increase the likelihood of
successful call delivery. By removing the
roadblocks of improper call blocking and
labeling, an entity is able to protect their
brand, manage ongoing call labeling risk,
and continue to increase contact rates.

Additional Recommendations

1.

Consider Call Volumes
As your organization works to assess the impact of
improper call labeling on your contact rates, you will need
to understand the relationship between phone number
risk and phone number usage.
For example, if 90% of an organization’s call traffic is
delivered across ‘low’ risk numbers, the associated impact
of improper call labeling would be low. However, if 90%
of an organization’s traffic is being delivered across phone
numbers labeled as ‘Scam’ or ‘Fraud,’ the potential for
degradation of contact rates would be significantly higher.
Gaining visibility into risk will be your first step.
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Call Intent
Using one phone number to make a variety of different
types of phone calls can come off as ‘confusing’ and
‘inconsistent’ to the call labeling ecosystem. This
can also potentially result in an increase in potential
mislabeling associated with your phone numbers.
Think of this as a case of ‘multiple personalities.’ To
the call labeling analytics community, if one number is
originally documented as calling about ‘new account
set-up for Company A’ then tomorrow it’s calling about
‘customer service for Company B,’ and the next day,
‘past-due payments for Company C,’ this perceived
lack of clarity and consistency can seem suspicious and
negatively affect risk perception.

3.

2.

Stay Consistent
It’s a symptom of today’s ecosystem, but due to the
increase in illegal robocall traffic, the call blocking and
labeling community can sometimes perceive abrupt
changes to calling patterns, sudden spikes in traffic,
and the frequent swapping of phone numbers as
‘fraudulent-looking behaviors.’
When the behaviors used by legal call originators are
too-closely resembling the preferred behaviors of illegal
call originators, an increase in risk ratings and negative
labels associated with legal call originators’ numbers
can potentially result.
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About
Numeracle is the pioneer of call blocking and labeling
visibility and control for call originators experiencing
challenges connecting with consumers via the voice
channel.
Numeracle’s single point of discovery into the calling
ecosystem uncovers an entity’s phone numbers’ entire
journey from call origination to destination. By working
together with carriers, analytics companies, device
manufacturers, and the developers of call blocking
and labeling apps, we are able to provide visibility and
control across all major stakeholders who have an affect
on the way your calls are presented to consumers.
Through our technology vision and industry leadership,
Numeracle is delivering insights to the originators
of legal and wanted calls, providing actionable
strategies to improve call delivery and brand reputation
management, and laying the foundation for returning
trust and transparency to the voice channel.
To learn more about Numeracle’s call blocking and
labeling solutions for call originators and call centers,
visit www.numeracle.com.
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